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INTRODUCTION
It should come as no surprise to learn that people make
errors in the use of computer systems. Experienced users
take this as a matter of course, often smiling tolerantly as
new users repeat well-known errors. Errors, however, can
be serious, both in the sense that they can lead to serious
mishap, and in the social sense that they frustrate beginning users. There is little need for most of these errors.
Most are system induced, a result of inappropriate system
design. In part, these errors spring from insensitivity on
the part of the designer to the needs and functions of
users of all abilities. from novice to expert (and, despite
their protests, themselves). This paper addresses the development of design rules that can lead to improvements
in this situation. Today, proper tools for design do not
exist. Thus, the designer who wishes to minimize error
has no standard reference to turn to for advice. This paper makes a modest start in the direction of providing
appropriate rules.
SYSTEM DESIGN PRINCIPLES CAN BE DERIVED
FROM THE CLASSES OF HUMAN ERROR
I have studied the errors made by people in a variety of
situations, including the use of computer systems [8.9].
These errors yield some insight into the psychological
mechanisms that are involved, and they can also be used
to examine the human-machine interface.
Call the highest level specification of a desired action
an intention. The intention may result from conscious
decision making or from subconscious processing. The
important point is that it is a high level specification that
starts a chain of processing that normally results in the
accomplishment of that intention. An error in the intention is called a mistake. An error in carrying out the
intention is called a alip. Both classes of errors are important; each gives rise to different forms of difficulty, with
different underlying principles and suggested solutions.
Here. I concentrate upon an analysis of slips.
Slips can be classified into a small set of classes based
upon the mechanisms that seem to be the most likely
causes. The basic classification is based upon a simple
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model of the human in which it is assumed that any
btention causes a number of schemas to become active,
,& with an activation value and a set of trigger conditions (see [a], for details); a schema controls behavior
whenever the combination of its activation value and the
goodness of match of its trigger conditions reaches an
,ppmpriate level. This model gives rise to the classification of slips listed in Table I. Preventable errors in human-computer interaction come primarily from a subset
of the classification scheme shown in Table I. in particular, from mode, description, capture, and activation errors.

TABLE
Slips in the Formation of Intention
Mode errors: Erroneous classification of

the situation
Description errors: Ambiguous or incomplete specification
of the intention

Slips Resulting from Faulty Activation of Schemas
Unintentional activation: When schemas not part of a current action sequence become activated for extraneous reasons. then become triggered and lead to slips
Capture errors: When a sequence being performed is similar
to another more frequent or better learned sequence. the
latter may capture control
Dotadrrven activation: External events cause activation of
schemas
Assocrattve activation: Currently active schemas activate
others with which they are dssociated
Loss ofacfivotion: When schemas that have been activated
lose activation. thereby losing effectiveness to control behavior
Forgefling an tntenfion fbut continuing with the actton sequence)
.Misordertng the components of an action sequence. including skipping steps and repeating steps

MODE ERRORS SUGGEST THE NEED FOR BEITER
EEEDBACK
Modes will be with us as long as we wish to be able to do
more operations than we have special keys. Most complex
devices end up having special keys, be they digital
watches, aircraft automatic pilots, or text editors. A large
class of errors is the mode error : doing the operation
sppropriate for one mode when in fact you are in another. Mode errors occur when the person believes the
system is in one state (mode), when it is actually in another. This leads to the performance of an inappropriate
sction. Mode errors occur frequently in systems that do
not provide clear feedback of their current state.
The most common examples in my collection come
from the use of computer text editors, where users try to
issue commands while in text mode or to type text while
in command mode. Similar errors occur in pushing the
buttons on complex digital watches. The autopilots of
commercial aircraft provide numerous possibilities for
mode errors; a recent incident in which an Aero Mexico
DC-10 stalled, was badly buffeted, and lost the tips of
both elevators appears to have occurred because of a
mode error in using the autopilot on the part of the crew
[6]. The clear implication of mode errors is that they
result from inadequate feedback and indication of the
state oE the system. Many mode errors occur in text editors. with confusions between “insert” mode and
*command” mode. In any event, there are obvious ways
to minimize mode errors.
l Do not have modes.
l Make sure that the modes are distinctively marked.
l Make the commands required by different modes different, so that a command in the wrong mode will not
lead to difficulty.

ination of modes by the creation of separate switches or
commands for each desired operation can simply trade
one class of errors for another: mode errors for description errors.

These suggestions cannot always be followed, and if they
rre. they can sometimes lead to yet other classes of difficulties. The designer must balance the tradeoffs associrted with one procedure against those of another.
In order to identify the system state or mode, some
systems have rows of lights. Such indicators are clearly
well intentioned, but they lead to another class of errors:
description errors. (Designers who make pretty panels by
having a row of identical switches or displays invite errors in which you do the right operation on the wrong
item. The middle lights of a row of lights are easily confused, especially when the user is rushed or when they
are viewed with peripheral vision.) It is possible to minimize the number of modes in a system by appropriate
design procedures, for example, the use of menus and
pointing devices. However, for complex systems, I do not
believe it is possible to eliminate modes, and, moreover,
the partial elimination usually creates new problems for
users-usually a penalty for the expert user. Indeed, elim-

DESCRIPTION ERRORS SUGGEST THE NEED FOR
BElTER SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
A description error occurs when there is insufficient specification of an action and the resultant ambiguity leads to
an erroneous act. Usually this erroneous act is closely
related to the desired one. Often the errors are humorous
(at least to others). One dramatic case occurred when a
person, cleaning a fish in a rowboat in the middle of a
lake, threw the cleaned fish overboard and kept the entrails. In another case, a person preparing for a party put
the cake in the refrigerator and the salad in the oven.
Description errors also occur in operational situations,
where they can lead to serious accidents [7]. The two
preceding description errors can be thought of as situations in which the proper arguments and functions were
specified, but the ordering of the arguments was improper. In general, these errors occur when different actions have similar descriptions, either in the specification
of the actions or in the class of arguments.
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Slips Resulting from Faully Triggering of Schemas
False frtggermg: A properly activated schema is triggered at
an inappropriate time
Spoonerisms: Reversal of event components
Blends: Combinations of components from two competing
schemas
Thoughfs leading to actions: Triggering of schemas meant
only to be thought. not to govern action
Premafure trrggering
Failure m frtggerrng: When an active schema never gets
invoked because
l Action
was preempted by competing schemas.
l There
was insufficient activation. either as a result of
forgetting or because the inttial level was too low.
l There was a failure of the trigger condition to match,
either because the !riggertng conditions were badly specified or the match between occurring conditions and the
required condittons were never sufficiently close.
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On<* class of description errors occurs in the use of
mputer ICXI editors which have multiple commands,
,ually based upon one or two keystrokes. Thus. in the
7~x1 editor “vi” (the screen editor supplied with the Berkeley Distribution of the UNIX operating system). each of
the letters d, f, g, and u has a different meaning when
typed in lower case (“d”). upper case (‘*shift-d” or “D”),
or as a control key (“control-d”). Many other keys also
have these multiple uses. It should come as no surprise to
discover that description errors occur frequently in this
editor.
Description errors are relatively common in the throwing of switches or operations of controls, especially when
the operations are similar, such as in the setting of altimeters. radio frequencies. and transponder codes. This problem is especially bad in the design of nuclear power plant
control rooms, where switches and controls are laid out in
neat, logical, nice-looking rows. The result, however, is
clear potential for confusion, for reading the wrong instruments. and for operating the wrong controls [5].
Description errors can be expected to occur wherever
control panels are designed so that at a quick glance (or in
peripheral vision) the distinctions among controls are not
clear enough. Solutions to this problem have long been
known:

Lz

1. Arrange instruments and controls in functional
patterns. perhaps in the form of a flow chart of
the system.
2. Use “shape coding” to make the controls and instruments look and feel different from one another.
3. Make it difficult to do actions that can lead to
operations that have serious implications and
that are not reversible.
With computer systems, these three principles are readily
modified to their Computer “C” versions:’
IC. Screen displays and menu systems should be
organized functionally.
2c. Design the command language or menu display
headings to be distinct from one another so as
not to be easily confused, either in perception
or in the action required.
3c. Make it difficult to do actions that can lead to
operations with serious implications and that
are not reversible.
LACK OF CONSISTENCY LEADS TO ERRORS
One class of errors occurs when a person attempts to
rederive an action sequence and does so improperly,
forming a sequence appropriate for an action different
from the one intended. This occurs primarily through a
lack of consistency in command structure. so that the
appropriate structure for one command is not the same
for another. even though the commands appear to be related and share a common description of purpose, action.
and even part of the command format. Similar situations
occur in the interpretation of instrument readings. The
basic concept involved here is that when people lack
knowledge about the proper operation of some aspect of a
machine, they are apt to derive the operation by analogy
with other. similar aspects of the device. The “derivation”
--qy be unconscious, and it can influence behavior with._.
“1mii.r YI of rule il #lvcn
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by Schneider. Wexclblal. and jcnde [IS].

out the person realizing it. Forming conclusions from the
relationships of one system to another is a common and
powerful method of human thought, but it can lead to
error if the mapping from one domain onto the other is
not consistent (4, 21.

There are cases where lack of consistency seems desirable, and it is put into the design deliberately and with
careful thought. This usually occurs when the normal sequence for an operation is long and tedious and when
such an operation is to be performed frequently. Similarly, the default state of an instrument or control is
sometimes made inconsistent with that of other instruments or controls because experience shows that the different defaults simplify some forms of operations. Nonetheless. these inconsistencies lead to errors and to difficulty in learning. One solution is to make command structure-and instrument formal consistent. even at the cost of
some inefficiency of usage. A better solution would be to
redesign the entire system to yield both consistency and
ease of operation.
CAPTURE ERRORS IMPLY THE NEED TO AVOID
OVERLAPPING COMMAND SEQUENCES
A capture error occurs when there is overlap in the sequence required for the performance of two different actions, especially when one is done considerably more frequently than the other. In the course of attempting the
infrequent one, the more common act gets done instead.
A capture error with the “vi” text editor on the Berkeley
Release of the UNIX operating system occurs when attempting to write out a file. The command “:w” means to
write the file, “:q” quits the editor (if the text has not been
modified since the last writing of the file), and the combined sequence “:wq” writes. then quits. Because “:wq” is
such a convenient operation. many people use it regularly
as their way of finishing a day’s session. and so it soon
becomes an automatic command, with the status of a
single operation rather than of two sequentially combined
commands. However, as a result, at times when one
wishes simply to write the file and continue with the
editing. one finds oneself out of the editor and back in the
operating system: by a capture error, the sequence “:wq”
was typed instead of the simpler sequence “:w”.
One possible way of avoiding this class of error is to
minimize overlapping sequences, but this may not be pas’
sible. especially when the infrequent action sequence is
simply a modification of the frequent one. In the case of
“vi”. if “:wq” were taken over by some other command
(e.g., in newer versions of the system, “ZZ” is equivalent
to “:wq”), the capture error would disappear, as the two
different commands--“:w” and “ZZ”-have no parts in
common.
A second way of avoiding the error is to try to catch it
where it occurs. The error occurs at the critical place
where the sequences deviate. so it is here that the problem must be faced. If the system knows what the intention of the user is (perhaps by requiring the user to indicate the overall intention). it could be designed so that at
the critical choice point the proper path was flagged or in
some other way brought to the attention of the operator.
In addition. sufficient feedback about the state of the sp
tern should be provided to provide reminders as to the
deviation from the intention. A major issue here is simply
to know the critical place at which the errors occur S O
that remedial action can be built into the system at that
critical point.
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flATION ISSUES SUGGEST THE MPORTANCE
0~ MEMORY REMINDERS
@v8tion emws are of two classes: inappropriate actions
F( performed and appropriate actions fail to get done.
Abe former occurs when an inappropriate action sequence is activated either by being related to desired sequences (as in the capture error) or through events in the
Mrld (data-driven activation). The failure to carry out an
&XI usually occurs because of memory failure; memory
faibrre can occur when events intercede between the time
d preparing an intention and the time the act should be
performed. Various memory aids seem essential to prevent the latter. The first form of activation error may very
d not be preventable. In this case, the system should be
&signed to be tolerant of them.
tn many ways the old saying, out of right, out of mind.
b apt; if a set of operations is interrupted with other
activities so that no reminder of them remains visible, the
action sequence is apt to be forgotten. A good system
design will not let this happen, but will redisplay uncom@ted sequences (or unanswered questions) whenever
there is a chance that they are no longer visible to the
user. New high resolution displays with overlapping and
reappearing windows handle this problem well (e.g.. the
Xerox Star Computer System [14]).
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gYSTEM INSENSITIVE TO THEM
The analysis of errors provides one set of considerations
for the construction of a system that might minimize errors. There are several other factors that should be considered as well. First, people will make errors even in the
best designed systems, even with the best of training and
motivations. So, a corollary of the attempt to minimize
errors is that one should try to minimize the effect of an
error. This means that actions should be reversible. at
least as much as is possible. Some things, of course, once
performed, are irrevocable. Actions that can lead to difficulty should be difficult to do, perhaps requiring a set of
steps, as in the required release of “safeties” when the
pilot wishes to eject from a military airplane, or at least,
requiring a confirmation, as when requesting that all files
on a computer directory be destroyed. Schneider, Wexelblat. and Jende [la] suggest that irreversible actions
should require considerable “mental force” in order to be
performed, a useful way of viewing the need to make
these operations difficult to do.
It is not sufficient to ask the user to confirm that a
psrticular action sequence is wanted, because if confirmation is routinely asked for (and if the usual response is
‘yes”). the confirmation itself becomes an automatically
invoked component of the command sequence. Thus, if
the command is given in error, it is likely to have the
confirmation invoked as part of the same error; in our
experience, the confirmation is as apt to be in error as
much as the original command. As Newman points out in
his discussion of the paper by Schneider et al.. the normal
response to requests for confirmation is something like
this: “Yes. yes, yes, yes. Oh dear!” The point is that disastrous commands should be difficult to carry out: confirmations of the validity of the command may not offer
sufficient difficulty to be a satisfactory safeguard.
Sometimes the command can act as if it were actually
executed, when in fact, it has only been deferred. Conaider the command to delete files from the system; the
system could claim that it has removed the file, but has
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actually put it away on some temporary location so that it
can be recovered later if its “deletion” was discovered to
have been an error. (Real deletion can be done on an
infrequent basis, say after a lapse of several hours or
days.) In Interlisp [15] operations may he “undone,” even
operations such as writing on or destroying files.
LESSONS
These simple observations lead us to some conclusions
about system design. Obviously, this analysis only takes
us part of the way toward a set of design principles. An
analysis of errors can only get at some classes of problems, and there may not always be general rules applicable to the issues. These analyses must be supplemented
with other methods, including an understanding of the
nature of a person’s mental image of the system and of
the human information processing capability of the user.
Meanwhile. the analyses presented here make several
points:
Feed&& The state of the system should be clearly available to the user. ideally in a form that is unambiguous
and that makes the set of options readily available so as
to avoid mode errors.
SImiluJty of response sequencea Different classes of actions should have quite dissimilar command sequences
(or menu patterns) so as to avoid capture and description
errors.’
Acfions should be reversible (as much as possible) and
where both irreversible and of relatively high consequence, they should be difficult to do, thereby preventing
unintentional performance.
Consbteacy of the system: The system should be consistent in its structure and design of command so as to minimize memory problems in retrieving the operations.
The desired goal is the establishment of a discipline of
Cognitive Engineering” that can provide designers with
the tools required to make their products more sensitive
and responsive to the needs of the users. These tools will
have at least two components: first, a set of well-established procedures and methods with known benefits and
costs, advantages, and disadvantages; second, a set of
quantitative modeling aids that can be used to assess the
performance to be expected from a particular design
choice. My hope is that by providing a rationale based
upon modern cognitive theory, it will be possible to generalize these findings to new situations and to present them
in such a way that designers will find them accessible
and useable during the course of design. There are three
methods that provide useful beginnings:
Start with the psychological mechanisms; use
knowledge of the processing mechanisms to derive the important constraints on human performance. This is the approach taken by Card,
Moran, and Newell [l].
Base the design around the mental models of the
user. People form mental models of each other,
the world, and the devices and systems with
which they interact. These mental models are
used to predict system behavior and guide actions. People’s mental models, however, have interesting properties, sometimes being derived
from idiosyncratic interpretations of the system.
Moreover, their models must operate within the
constraints of the human processing system. The
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study of these models, their veracity, and the capability of people to use the models wisely provides an important tool for the understanding of
the human-system interface and for the development of design rules. This is the approach described in the book edited by Gentner and Stevens, Menlo1 Models [3] and in Norman [lo. 11).
3. Use analyses of people’s performance in a variety
of situations-but especially their errors-to construct an analysis of the appropriate form of human-machine interface that would optimize performance and minimize either the incidence of
error or the effect of the error. This is the theme
of this paper.
All three of these approaches are complementary and
should be combined in any complete attempt to produce a
cognitive engineering approach. This brief paper has demonstrated the principles underlying the third approach.
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